
nyone who assumes that literature
for teenagers is all the same or that
it exists “out there” apart from gen-
eral adult interests and events should

take a close look at this year’s “Honor List.” The
books are as current as the morning headlines about
cloning or troubles in the Middle East. They are as
futuristic as the latest computer games and as his-
torical as biblical warnings against hubris and the
taking of God’s powers unto oneself. The authors
range from the well known (Joyce Carol Oates and
Aidan Chambers) to the not-so-well-known (M. T.
Anderson and Garret Freymann-Weyr), while the
settings range from thirteenth-century China to the
cells of a state prison and to the campus of an ordi-
nary American high school.

Now that the National Book Award includes
a division for young adult books and YALSA of the
American Library Association chooses a winner and
honor books for the Printz Award, it is easier for us
to decide on the “Honor List” but, as in the past, we
still go to long-established committees and to such
review sources as the School Library Journal, New York
Times Book Review, Booklist, The Horn Book, and VOYA
to see which books have been cited as “the best.” All
of the books described here have at least three “best
book” citations. But please do not think these are
the only really good YA books published in 2002.
Those we wish we had room for include Stephanie S.
Tolan’s Surviving the Applewhites (an accomplishment
romance for middle-schoolers), E. R. Frank’s Amer-
ica about a severely disturbed boy abandoned by his
mother, Laurie Halse Anderson’s Catalyst about how
a well-ordered life can suddenly get very compli-

cated, and Elizabeth Partridge’s biography of Woody
Guthrie, This Land Was Made for You and Me: The
Life and Songs of Woody Guthrie. Here is our list,
arranged alphabetically by title.

Big Mouth and Ugly Girl
Joyce Carol Oates. New York: Harper, 2002. 266 pp.
$16.89. Grades 10–up. ISBN 0-06-623756-4.

I will confess one of my
shameful truths. I re-
spect Joyce Carol Oates
as a writer, but I have
never really liked her
books. I have read
enough of them and
enough reviews of her
books to know that she
is prolific, highly re-
spected by her peers,
and one of the leading
lights of our culture. I

have taught her short story, “Where Are You Going,
Where Have You Been?” enough times to recognize
how students are excited by her work. Still, all in all,
I am just not a Joyce Carol Oates fan.

But now that I have finished Big Mouth and Ugly
Girl, I have decided that it is time for me to take an-
other shot at one of Oates’s many novels. Why am I
excited about Big Mouth? Because it is a marvelous
novel with two of the most attractive young people I
have met in years. Ursula Riggs is the ugly girl with
few friends and a most unsporting attitude towards the
one thing she does well, which is play basketball. She
skips practice and, as she explains, “I wasn’t what you’d
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call a team player. I was out to score, and I scored” (9).
In her mind, she separates Ursula Riggs and Ugly Girl.
“Ursula Riggs was a coward, fearing other people’s
opinions and the future. Ugly Girl was no coward, and
didn’t give a damn about the future” (12).

Then something happens at Rocky River High
School that seems to have nothing to do with Ursula
Riggs though it proves to be life changing. Matt
Donaghy is quietly removed from school, not so qui-
etly taken to police headquarters, and accused of
threatening to “bomb the school and massacre hun-
dreds of his fellow classmates and teachers” (54).

Other students believe what they hear. Ursula
emails Matt to tell him that she will be a witness on
his behalf. Harassed and intimidated by what he has
gone through, Matt is embarrassed by Ursula’s offer.
He barely knows her, and besides the message is
more likely a joke from one of his friends, though
Matt is having trouble getting in touch with any of
them. Matt is cleared, but when a column by him is
turned down by the newspaper staff, Matt’s anger
explodes. That, coupled with the decision of Matt’s
parents to sue the school for mental distress, makes
him even more unpopular. But it also draws Matt
and Ursula together.

It is a long time coming, but they come to-
gether believably, maybe even permanently. Ursula
says about Matt, “the more you got to know him,
the more complex he was” (171). And all that leads
slowly to the first kiss on—appropriately enough—
the last page where Ursula observes, “The first kiss
didn’t work out too well, I guess. We’d be trying
others” (266). (KLD)

Feed
M. T. Anderson. Cambridge: Candlewick, 2002. 
236 pp. $16.99. Grades 9–up. ISBN 0-7636-1726-1.

Imagine a time in the future when fashion changes
so fast that teenaged girls leave a party with hair-
styles different from the ones with which they arrived.
Imagine a time when young people wanting a high
can cause their brains to “malfunction” temporarily
and when, if people think of something they want to
know, the information immediately comes to them.
How will this be possible? In M. T. Anderson’s fu-
turistic Feed, all young people and most adults have
Internet feeds implanted into their brains. Every cit-
izen’s consciousness is flooded nonstop with consumer
ads, instant messaging, and social guidance from an

anonymous corporate
entity that is more pup-
pet-master than gov-
ernment. Teenagers are
especially susceptible to
influence from the feed
as they rush to buy
everything from music
to clothes to recreation.

One result of this
rampant consumerism
is a planet so exploited
that neighborhoods
have to be stacked one

on top of the other, fresh air is manufactured by air
factories, and sunshine and clouds are created artifi-
cially. The significance of all this has been lost on
the protagonist, Titus, and his friends and family,
until Violet enters the scene. Violet’s father has a feed
that is an external unit; he can put it on and take it
off. Violet’s implant was placed in her brain so late
in life that it causes life-threatening health problems.

Father and daughter are passive–aggressive re-
sisters of the consumer culture foisted on society by
the feed or, actually, by the corporations that control
the feed. Violet’s resistance results in behavior un-
predictable enough to prevent a profile from being
constructed from her history of purchases. In the end
it also prevents her from getting the medical help
she needs.

Anderson does a lot with slang and fashion
trends that are as authentic as the lingo and styles
seen in after-school hours at a megamall. His knack
for imitating nuances of social behavior is entertain-
ing, but the book can hardly be described as light-
hearted. Instead, it is true to its dystopian genre and
the author’s desire to present a cautionary tale por-
traying a dark future that grows out of human foibles
manifested in the present. ( JB Jr.)

Hole in My Life
Jack Gantos. New York: Farrar, 2002. 200 pp. $16.00.
Grades 9–up. ISBN 0-374-39988-3.

I have had a soft spot in my heart for Jack Gantos
ever since he wrote an article for School Library Jour-
nal (March 1996) extolling the virtues of young
adult literature as a model for contemporary creative
writers. The first thing he does with college students
enrolled in his creative writing classes is to march
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them to the library to check out contemporary YA
books because, as he points out, these ambitious
young writers were not with Tolstoy when Napoleon
retreated from Moscow, nor have they wandered the
imaginary moors with Emily Brontë while she was
stuck in a country parsonage, nor have they sorted
mail in a rural post office with Faulkner. However,
they have experienced many of the settings, the ac-
tions, and especially the emotions portrayed in the
best of young adult books.

Writing about an experience that is seared into
his brain is the key to the success of Gantos’s Hole in
My Life, which is the story of the fifteen months he

spent in a federal prison
between high school
and college. His family
was living in the Vir-
gin Islands, and he was
offered $10,000 if he
would help a couple of
guys sail a boatload of
hashish to New York
City. This seemed like
a perfect way to build
up the nest egg he
needed for college, so

he said “Count me in!” a phrase that came to haunt
him when in prison he had to be “counted in” five
times a day (157).

This somber story is so polished and so well
written, that it is obvious that Gantos has written
and rewritten it—if not on paper, at least in his
mind—over the past twenty-five years. He first
wrote the story when he was in prison where journals
were not allowed. He borrowed the biggest book he
could find in the prison library, Dostoyevsky’s The
Brothers Karamazov, and recorded his thoughts in the
margins and between the lines. He was heartbroken
when, on the day he was released from prison, the
guard searched his luggage and took out the book: “I
couldn’t say anything. The prison seal was stamped
in blue ink for both of us to see. My heart was beat-
ing wildly. I had to keep that book. My entire iden-
tity as a writer was in that book” (195).

When Gantos came to Arizona State Univer-
sity and spoke to our YA literature students, he
granted that Hole in My Life was a cautionary tale
but not so much for young readers as for adults. Of
course he hopes that his readers will realize how eas-

ily a series of decisions—each one just marginally
wrong—can have terrible consequences. But even
more important is the message for adults. He wants
parents, teachers, social workers, judges, and all
those who work with young offenders to realize that
we should not give up on kids too soon. Gantos of-
fers his own story as living proof that, with a little
bit of help and encouragement along with a healthy
portion of luck, it is quite possible that teenagers
who find themselves in deep trouble can find their
way out and go on to have productive lives. (APN)

The House of the Scorpion
Nancy Farmer. New York: Atheneum, 2002. 380 pp.
$17.95. Grades 10–up. ISBN 0-689-85222-3.

People who bought
this book after the Jan-
uary season of prize
giving could hardly
appreciate the cover
design because it was
plastered over with so
many medals of honor:
The National Book
Award, a Printz Honor
Book, and a Newbery
Honor Book. We were
surprised about the
Newbery Award, not

because the book is unworthy, but because we
judged it to be for young adults rather than for
children. In fact, before you introduce The House of
the Scorpion to high school students, you might want
to remind them of Ray Bradbury’s statement that
he writes science fiction not to predict the future
but to prevent it.

Farmer’s grim, futuristic novel is set along the
Southwest border between the United States and
Mexico, most of it on an opium farm. At the ALAN
workshop in Atlanta, Farmer shared the fact that
when she was growing up in Yuma, Arizona, and
working as a desk clerk in her parents’ motel, she
met many of the real-life individuals who over the
years in her fertile imagination grew into some of
the larger-than-life characters in The House of the Scor-
pion. Farmer also worked for years as a water treat-
ment specialist in Zimbabwe and Mozambique, so
she brings an eerie sense of reality to the tanks of
plankton that are cared for by the orphans.
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Readers meet Matt, the protagonist, when he
is six years old and is begging Celia to take him to
work with her. She is a Hispanic woman who cooks
at the “big house” and is secretly raising Matt. The
boy resents being left alone all day and never get-
ting to interact with the people he occasionally sees
outside the window. The book is in five parts: Youth:
0 to 6; Middle Age: 7 to 11; Old Age: 12 to 14; Age
14; and La Vida Nueva (the new life).

The reason Matt’s life is on a speeded-up scale
is that he is a clone, one of several created from and
for the benefit of the wealthy Matteo Alacrán (also
known as El Patrón), who by the time he dies near
the end of the story is nearly 150 years old. El Pa-
trón has been kept alive through the replacement
parts furnished by six earlier clones. Most clones on
the plantation are surgically brain damaged at birth
so they grow up as something between a human and
a machine. However, El Patrón prefers getting his
spare parts from “whole” humans; hence, Matt is a
perfectly normal boy except for the way he lives, es-
pecially after he escapes from the opium farm and is
taken into a work camp that is a modern equivalent
of the orphanages that Charles Dickens created.

The book is full of reversals that startle the
reader. For example, in a tense situation one of the
characters says about Matt, “The important thing is
to get this clone to the hospital, where it can do some
good” (225). Readers are so accustomed to taking
people to the hospital for their own good that it is a
shock to realize that the reason for taking Matt to
the hospital is so that his organs can be harvested.

The ending is almost too happy to be believed,
but readers who have suffered through more than
360 pages of a grim story probably will not object
to the change in Matt’s fortune and what it portends
for the whole region. (APN)

The Kite Rider
Geraldine McCaughrean. New York: Harper, 2002. 
272 pp. $15.90. Grades 7–up. ISBN 0-06-623875-7.

The first half of The Kite Rider is one of the most ac-
tion-packed books young readers are likely to find.
The setting is thirteenth-century China after the
Mongols have conquered that country, and hatred and
distrust between Chinese and Mongols permeate the
land. When twelve-year-old Haoyou’s father takes his
son to see his ship, the boy is thrilled until the first-
mate takes offense when the father insults the Khan’s

wife. The mate kicks
Haoyou off the ship,
and worse yet attaches
the father to a kite
hoisted over the ship to
determine whether the
winds are likely to be
kind and augur a prof-
itable voyage for the
ship and the crew.

Horrifying as this
is, Haoyou is unpre-
pared when his father
catches the wind and is

lifted aloft, only to plummet to his death. The father
has returned, “but his spirit had remained among the
birds” (11). In fast order, Haoyou learns that the first-
mate, Di Chou, who caused his father’s death, wants
to marry Haoyou’s mother and that avaricious Great-
uncle Bo approves of the marriage. A medium—
Haoyou’s young girl cousin Mipeng—is called in to
help the family and announces that the father wishes
Haoyou to make kites for sale, all of which Di Chou
sets afire. In revenge, Haoyou and Mipeng get Di
Chou thoroughly drunk and haul him off to be
pressed into service on an outgoing ship. The captain
needs a temporary hand to ride a kite to ensure a good
trip. Haoyou volunteers and, although the ride is a bit
bumpy, the boy controls the kite, and the sailors re-
gard this as an omen of a great voyage ahead.

Because of his local fame riding the kite, he is
offered a starring role with the Jade Circus, owned
by the Great Miao, to ride the kite before vast
crowds. The masses believe that Haoyou can talk to
their ancestors, helped by Mipeng’s ability to trans-
late Haoyou’s dull words into warnings and signifi-
cant thoughts. Haoyou has learned two things in life:
to venerate old people, especially ancestors, and to
tell the truth at all costs. Mipeng distrusts both
lessons. Concluding the first half of the book, a child
is missing from the circus and Haoyou from his
height as a kite rider spots her and saves her life.

The second half is easily summarized. The Jade
Circus visits the palace of Kublai Khan; Haoyou is
forced into an aerial battle with another kite rider; he
returns to rescue his mother from squalor; and he learns
that mindless obedience, whether to Great-uncle Bo
or anyone else, is pointless and even dangerous. He
learns that while he may not be as big as Di Chou, he
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can defeat the older man with guile, not force. He
learns that the much-hated Mongols have much about
them that is admirable. He slowly and grudgingly
learns that his cousin Mipeng is far wiser than he
thought and that her words are worth listening to.

He and the reader also learn that he has been
on a long journey, that the river that almost kills him
at the end also saves him, and that much that he had
known to be true needs to be challenged. In effect,
he learns what other young people at that age need
to learn.

Even though the second half of the book is
slower moving than the first half, the book is still
worth almost any reader’s time. My one objection is
that the book would have been more enjoyable if
Mipeng’s role had been larger. She is clever and
funny and wise, and while Haoyou is nominally the
central character, he becomes an irritating and ex-
cessively slow learner as the book moves on. On the
other hand, Mipeng becomes an increasingly in-
triguing and lively character. (KLD)

My Heartbeat
Garret Freymann-Weyr. Boston: Houghton, 2002. 
154 pp. $15.00. Grades 7–up. ISBN 0-618-14181-2.

Ellen, the fourteen-year-
old protagonist of My
Heartbeat, often thinks
of one of her father’s fa-
vorite sayings: “Geeky
people often have that
which is most valuable
in this life. . . . A mind
with its own heartbeat”
(10). The irony here is
that her father fails to
accept the heartbeats of
the people that Ellen

and her brother, Link, seem to be growing into over
the course of Link’s senior year and Ellen’s ninth-grade
year at Cedar Hill, an exclusive private school in New
York. Ellen has suddenly vaulted to 5'10" and evolved
from an introverted elementary school student with
“an unwillingness to form any firm social attach-
ments” (22), into a young woman with a mind of her
own and a worldly understanding of what defines the
boundaries of each individual’s identity.

Link, however, is the real problem for their fa-
ther. Link’s sexual identity remains grounds for

struggle throughout the whole novel, not just for
their father but also for Link and everyone involved.
Since Ellen was a little girl, she has had a crush on
Link’s best friend, James, but the relationship be-
tween the two boys has obviously always been some-
thing more than friendship. When Ellen grows old
enough to wonder, she innocently asks the boys if
they are gay, a question that James thinks is perfectly
legitimate but one that rankles Link. James may be
bisexual; he is clearly not exclusively heterosexual.
Link, whose jealousy over James’s affections betrays
most of what is in his heart, refuses to discuss the
struggle of his emotions with anyone.

When Link eventually begins dating a young
woman, his father is so delighted he underwrites
their expenses despite family policy on allowances.
Link is offended by this gross act of manipulation
and tries to get even with his father by sabotaging
his own chances of acceptance to one of the nation’s
finest universities. Link’s act is highly effective since
his father lives vicariously through his children’s ge-
nius, but for Link the action only serves to under-
score the discordance between his own lifestyle and
his true feelings.

Freymann-Weyr creates a marvelous protago-
nist in Ellen, who serves as a constant throughout
the novel’s conflict and its resolution. First she is
the mascot of the boys’ relationship when she is a
little girl, then she is Link’s accepting sister as he
struggles with who he is, and finally she is James’s
girlfriend, albeit an unusual one, when Link at-
tempts to abandon the love and friendship the boys
have known for so many years. Ellen herself seeks
answers, innocently and straightforwardly at first,
then insightfully and subtly towards the end. Al-
though her father and brother make only acceptable
progress in understanding themselves, each other,
and their relationship, through Ellen’s eyes the
reader is able to understand where they have come
from, where they arrive at the novel’s end, and where
they are likely to go.

The novel’s resolution is not only about their
family, however. Love, sex, and sexual identity can be
confusing topics for anyone. When the love between
James and Ellen is finally consummated in the last
few pages, she has grown to understand that friend-
ship and love can take many forms and that love and
sex are not the same thing or even always connected.
As James and Link, the two most important people
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in all of Ellen’s remembered life, are about to leave
for universities on different continents, she feels not
loss but an understanding of who she has become
and where this is likely to take her.

This book is a quick read, only 154 pages, and
the events of the characters’ lives might be better
spread out over a longer period (two or three years
rather than one), but it works, nonetheless, to de-
velop a believable set of conflicts and resolve them.
Freymann-Weyr has successfully created a story that
addresses the intersection of many issues faced by
young people: conforming versus rebelling, explor-
ing issues of identity and sex, dealing with contra-
dictions from family and friends, and finding an
acceptable life path.

The book’s cover is one of those stylish designs
by the late Keith Haring. It appears to fit the title
in that it illustrates a heartbeat, but in our opinion,
it is much too bright (chartreuse and red) and play-
ful to fit the serious tone of the book. (JB Jr.)

19 Varieties of Gazelle: Poems of the Middle East 
Naomi Shihab Nye. New York: Greenwillow, 2002.
142 pp. $16.95. Grades 10–up. ISBN 0-06-009765-5.

This beautiful little book of poems was a finalist for
the National Book Award. Naomi Shihab Nye is an
Arab American, who writes:

I was born in the United States, but my father
stared back toward the Middle East whenever he
stood outside. Our kitchen smelled like the Middle
East—garlic and pine nuts sizzled in olive oil, fried
eggplant, hot pita bread. . . . He had been happy as
a boy in the Old City of Jerusalem with his Pales-
tinian and Greek and Jewish and Armenian neigh-
bors. (xii–xiii)

Her father left in 1948 when his family lost their
home and all they had.
He came to Kansas
where, in the 1950s, he
was one of the relatively
few foreign students
in mid-America. Years
later, when Nye was
growing up as an Amer-
ican teenager, her fa-
ther would ask her if
she knew how lucky
she was, “and of course
I didn’t” (xiv). In ex-

plaining why she put this book together, Nye writes
about her Palestinian grandmother, who lived to be
106 and who, now after September 11, 2001, has
swarmed into her granddaughter’s “consciousness,
poking my sleep, saying, ‘It’s your job. Speak for me
too. Say how much I hate it. Say this is not who we
are’” (xviii).

Nye’s free-verse poems were not written specif-
ically for young readers, and several of them have been
previously published. The advantage of the collection
is that together they present a composite picture that
is not there in any single poem. The powerful new
poem that serves as part of the introduction tells a
story that might usher young readers into the rest of
the book. Entitled “Flinn, on the Bus,” it tells the
story of a young man.

Three hours after the buildings fell,
he took a seat beside me.
Fresh out of prison, after 24 months,
You’re my first hello! (x)

The narrator does not have the heart to tell him how
the biggest day in his life has been overshadowed by
the events of that September morning.

He’d find out
soon enough. Flinn, take it easy.
Peace is rough.

September 11, 2001 (xi) (APN)

Postcards from No Man’s Land
Aidan Chambers. New York: Dutton, 1999 
(England), 2002 (U.S.). 312 pp. $19.99. 
Grades 10–up. ISBN 0-525-46863-3.

In Chambers’s story,
told in two voices alter-
nating between 1944
and 1995, the signifi-
cance of the title is not
revealed until the story’s
end, and neither is the
secret upon which the
plot is based. Half a
century after the death
in World War II of the
grandfather whose name
he bears, seventeen-year-
old Jacob Todd travels

to Holland for the fifty-first anniversary of the Battle
of Arnhem to pay tribute at his grandfather’s grave
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and to pay an invited visit to Geertrui Wesseling, the
last surviving person to see his grandfather alive.
Jacob’s grandmother, Sarah, has asked young Jacob 
to go as her substitute, and he arrives to find that
Amsterdam is full of surprises.

What should be a simple and polite, if boring,
visit turns into a complicated experience for Jacob
as the real reason for the invitation slowly unfolds.
Geertrui Wesseling is about to die, but first she
wants to give something to Jacob to share with his
grandmother. It is an account, written fifty years af-
terward and in diary form, of events from 1944.
Within the diary is a secret Geertrui has kept for fifty
years. Unlike Jacob, the reader has been following
this “diary” from the book’s beginning as chapters
about 1944 alternate with chapters taking place in
the present, 1995. This format operates to tell two
stories at once, and it does this well, but the purpose
of the diary is just as hidden as the secret it reveals
at the story’s conclusion.

Transitions between the past and the present
are easily made, and the reader will find it interest-
ing to read about residents of 1995 Holland and
Britain paying tribute to those who gave their lives
for freedom in 1944. They also get to read actual
accounts of soldiers who fought in the Battle of Arn-
hem, along with Chambers’s fictionalized account of

the experiences of Geertrui and her family during
the German occupation and the subsequent Allied
liberation. At the same time, young Jacob’s experi-
ences in trying to navigate the complicated social
and sexual culture of Amsterdam provide an appro-
priate backdrop for the complications of two fami-
lies and their history that all began with Geertrui
and Jacob’s grandfather, fifty-one years earlier.

Without telling the secret that Geertrui refuses
to take to her grave and that young Jacob must decide
to tell or not tell his grandmother, suffice it to say that
a Dutch expression Jacob learns upon his first en-
counter with a worldly resident of Amsterdam is very
fitting: “Niets in Amsterdam is wat het lijkt. . . . ‘Noth-
ing in Amsterdam is what it appears to be’” (44).

The book’s title alludes to postcards that Sarah,
young Jacob’s grandmother, has sent to him all his
life, postcards that contain something that she wants
him to know so that he “can find out all the secrets
of the world,” as she puts it (307). In the end he is
faced with a decision about sharing a secret that
could hurt his grandmother deeply.

Once readers get into the story, Chambers’s
book accelerates nicely to its conclusion. Although
never graphic, there is a sexual subtext, both het-
erosexual and homosexual, that probably makes the
book more appropriate for older readers. (JB Jr.)
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2003 NCTE Election Results

In NCTE’s 2003 elections, Kyoko Sato, California State University, Northridge, was chosen vice president.
Sato will take office during the NCTE Annual Convention in November.

Secondary Section members also elected new officers. Elected to four-year terms on the Steering Com-
mittee were Bobbi Ciriza Houtchens, Arroyo Valley High School, San Bernardino, California; Alan E. Perry,
Chattooga High School, Summerville, Georgia; and Tamara L. C. Van Wyhe, Kenny Lake Jr./Sr. High School,
Copper Center, Alaska. Elected to the 2003–2004 Nominating Committee were Julie Rucker, Irwin County
High School, Ocilla, Georgia, Chair; Gerry Kuroghlian, Staples High School, Westport, Connecticut; and
Lucille Rossbach, Idalia High School, Idalia, Colorado. See “NCTE to You” on the NCTE Web site for
additional election results.
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